While FPGA programmable routing networks are designed to connect logic block output pins to input pins, FPGA users and architects sometimes become motivated to create connections between pins and specific wires in an FPGA. We call these pin-to-wire connections, and they are motivated by several reasons: first, a desire to employ routing-by-abutment, as commonly done in custom VLSI, to build modular, pre-laid out systems. Second, partial reconfiguration of FPGAs often requires that circuits in the FPGA connect by abutment. Third, pin-to-wire routing is required to make use of resources that reside within the routing network itself, such as the plentiful multiplexers in the network, or even the configuration bits themselves. In this paper we attempt to understand and measure how difficult it is to form such pin-to-wire connections. We show, for example, under an experimental scenario close to routing-by-abutment, that the total routed wirelength compared to a flat placement of the complete system increases by about 6%, that the critical path delay increases by 15% and the router effort goes up by a factor of 3.5. To achieve this result, it is important to be careful in selecting the specific target wires. Overall we demonstrate that while pin-to-wire connections definitely impose increased stress on the routing architecture and router, it is possible to route some reasonable number of them, and so they can be used under some circumstances.
INTRODUCTION
FPGA routing architectures are large-scale interconnection networks that are designed to efficiently connect the output pins of logic blocks to the input pins of other logic blocks. They must do so for a broad class of application circuits with varying demand for interconnect quantity and flexibility [1] .
Every so often, FPGA architects and CAD tool developers become motivated to use the interconnection network in a way that it was not intended: creating connections from output pins of logic blocks to specific wire segments in the network, or from specific wire segments to input pins. We will refer to this as pin-to-wire routing. One such motivation is to enable routing by abutment, in the manner that standard cell-based ASICs connect power rails in rows of cells [2] , or that a datapath layout generator might abut stages in a layout [3] . In the FPGA context, this idea translates to having preplaced and pre-routed modules that could connect together by abutment, presuming efficient routing to and from specific wire segments in an FPGA routing channel is possible. In this way, each of the abutting modules can be created independently, as long as the specific wire segments that form the abutting connections are known in advance. With this capability, several different modules could be connected using the same wire abutment pattern, but again only as long as pin-to-wire routing is efficient. Our underlying motivation for routing-by-abutment is to attack the compile-time issue for FPGAs -if pre-placed and routed modules can be placed coarsely and rapidly, and then routed by abutment, a major portion of the compile time can be eliminated.
A second motivation for pin-to-wire routing arises in the use of partial reconfiguration of FPGA modules [4] . Here specific areas of the FPGA are designated to contain different functional modules at different times, yet these must connect to neighbouring modules using the same wire segments. This connectivity problem has been solved by using overlapping 'proxy' LUTs [5] at the cost of some significant amount of intervening logic. If the wire segments themselves can be used to achieve abutment routing, it may reduce this cost.
A third motivation for pin-to-wire routing arises whenever an architect considers making use of the circuits elements within the routing architecture itself: a classic observation in this realm is that although it is inefficient to implement multiplexers in an FPGA using LUTs, it is ironic that the FPGA itself is full of multiplexers as the key building blocks of the routing fabric. In order to make use of those multiplexers (after architecturally modifying access to their selection inputs) there has to be an ability to connect to specific data inputs on the routing multiplexers from output pins of logic blocks. For example, [6] makes use of intracluster multiplexers to implement the programmable shift in floating point operations, and shows that with careful layout, the pin-to-wire routing to multiplexers within a cluster is reasonably effective. Oldridge [7] needs a similar capa-bility to gain access to the switch block configuration bits of an FPGA, and employ them as a user memory.
While these motivations are interesting, the requirement for effective pin-to-wire routing conflicts with the basic purpose of the FPGA interconnection network, which is pin-topin routing. Good architects of those networks [8] , [9] , [10] choose a quantity of routing and the total routing flexibility to satisfy the interconnection demand of broad classes of application circuits, but only for pin-to-pin connections. This suggests that there may be insufficient quantity and flexibility of routing if connections are made between pins and wire segments because there will be fewer stages of the interconnection network available for such connections. For example, for pin-to-wire routing, the final connection block and intra-cluster routing multiplexers will be missing, giving far fewer potential paths from start to finish. Similarly, for wire-to-pin routing, the output connection block's flexibility is missing. Thus, it is clear that pin-to-wire routing will be more difficult, for each such connection, than pinto-pin routing. However, most FPGAs are somewhat overarchitected in the routing to ensure that circuits with widely varying routing demand will achieve routability. We hypothesize that some of this extra routability could make up for the loss of routability in pin-to-wire routing, and hence, we seek to understand and measure if this is true. The goal of this paper is to experimentally measure the impact of pin-towire routing on routing wire length, critical path speed and router effort. In doing so we seek to understand how much pin-to-wire routing could be used in an FPGA, and perhaps enable some of the applications discussed above.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background on related work. In Section 3 we describe our experimental methodology for measuring various instances of pin-to-wire routing, and also give the corresponding results and understanding generated. In Section 4 we conclude.
BACKGROUND
In this section we review prior related work, and provide the basic terminology that is used in this paper.
Related work
When using the partial reconfiguration feature of an FPGA, each reconfigurable region needs to be placed and routed independently, yet have connections between those regions. Researchers have previously looked at several methods of making those connections.
Athanas et al. [4] deal with the issue of connecting between reconfigurable 'sandbox' regions/modules by encasing them in wrapper structures before placement and routing. The wrapper structure provides anchor points for the module's ports, which exist at pre-fixed locations so that compilation of different modules will overlap and therefore connect. At run-time, module-level placement is performed with emphasis on reducing the interconnect between neighbouring modules, and attempts to make use of routing-byabutment. If the placement is unable to achieve abutment of all the modules that need to connect, then routing is performed using a greedy approach and is restricted to the channel segment between adjacent modules. The routing architecture is abstracted to make the routing solution fast. Both the use of anchor points and abstracted routing implicitly sacrifice area and routed wire length to achieve the routing by abutment, but the paper does not quantify how much. In this work, we're interested in measuring that cost.
The partial reconfiguration design flow provided by Xilinx [5] solves the boundary crossing connection problem in a similar way, by using a fixed placement for a one-input LUT that must be the same for every dynamic logic module that is placed in a reconfigurable region. The routing to that LUT from the non-reconfigurable or static region is determined during the configuration of the static region and is kept untouched during the configuration of the partially reconfigurable region. However, routing to that LUT within the reconfigurable region can vary based on the logic and the routing of the dynamic module being implemented in that reconfigurable region. This LUT, one of which is required for every signal that crosses the boundary, is called 'proxy' logic. A clear disadvantage of this method is the logic overhead involved in implementing such LUTs and also, the delay resulting from passing through the LUT (0.4ns on a Virtex II FPGA [11] ).
Koch et al. [11] solve the problem of connection between regions by pre-assigning the routes that flow between regions, eliminating the need for proxy logic. As a result, both the area occupied by the proxy logic LUTs and the delay incurred for passing through them get eliminated. The authors do not, however, indicate if there is any difficulty (in terms of area, wirelength, delay and router effort) in the routing required around these pre-assigned wires, the purpose of the present paper.
Moctar et al. [6] seek to make use of the intra-cluster routing multiplexers to implement shifters for floating point mantissa alignment. This requires signals to be routed to the multiplexer's inputs in a pre-specified order which means that there is pin-to-wire routing. The authors measure the impact of this difficulty by measuring the increase in minimum routing channel width. They show that the minimum routing channel width increases proportionally with the number of shifters in the netlist. They do not observe an increase in critical path delay, but it is also not clear how much stress their example architectures are under. Also, the benchmarks used in this work are I/O limited with relatively sparse logic block utilization, which would result in a relatively easier routing problem. Figure 1 introduces the architecture terminology employed in this paper. Logic block (LB) input and output pins connect to all or some of the wire segments in their neighbouring channels via a connection block. The length of the routing channel spanning a single LB is called a channel segment. The fraction of wire segments in an adjacent channel segment to which an logic block input pin can connect is called input connection block flexibility (Fc in ), and the fraction of wire segments in an adjacent channel segment that an logic block output pin can drive is called output connection block flexibility (Fc out ). Wire segments connect at channel intersections and connect to F s (the switch block flexibility) other segments via switch blocks (SB).
BASIC TERMINOLOGY

EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND RESULTS
Our purpose is to measure the impact of pin-to-wire routing on area, speed and router effort. We will do this in the context of a hypothetical (but fairly standard) FPGA architectural and open-source tools. The set of architecture parameters for the FPGA used in these experiments are as follows: The logic architecture is a homogeneous array of logic clusters that contain four 4-input LUTs with 10 input pins per cluster. The routing architecture employs the single-driver approach [12] with staggered length 4 segments, a Wilton switch block [13] with F s = 3 and a connection block with Fc in = 0.15 and Fc out = 0.25. Note that all length 4 wire segments are internally switch block populated [14] . The resulting switch block multiplexers range in size from 9-10 data inputs. The delays are based on the iFar repository delays for a 45nm CMOS process [15] [16] . In the following, we will also make use of the classical 20 largest MCNC benchmarks [17] . Although these benchmarks are relatively small, we expect that, because there are many wires and switches, that we will gain useful insight into the pin-to-wire question. Nevertheless, the effect of fixed routing structures like carry chains would remain unknown, and be a part of the future work. Table 1 lists the set of circuits used in the experiments, and their characteristics -the number of logic elements, the number of nets and several other attributes described in the discussion below. We will now present measurements of pin-to-wire routing in a number of different experimental contexts. Most of these contexts are meant to be proxies for the wiring-by-abutment motivations presented in the introduction, with varying degrees of difficulty.
Experiment 1: Easy Abutment-Oriented Routing
The first experiment is as follows: we begin by taking a benchmark circuit, and run packing using T-VPack [18] followed by placement and routing using VPR 5.0.2 [19] , which employs the timing-driven router described in [14] . This flow is used to determine the minimum number of tracks per channel required to route; we then set the track count to be 30% higher than this minimum (as is common [19] ) for all experiments with this circuit. The placement and routing step is then re-run at this track count, and we measure the critical path delay, wire length and router effort. These measurements form the base measurement for that circuit.
Next, to serve as a proxy for routing by abutment, we divide the circuit in half, by drawing a vertical line down the Figure 2 . This partition gives rise to two modules which we will call Left and Right which we will route, in a sense, by abutment. The placement of the Left and Right modules will remain intact from this original placement. In our experiments, we will deal with two kinds of nets from this placement: those whose sources and sinks reside wholly within the Left or Right modules (single-sided nets) and those that cross from one side to the other (double-sided nets). We will use the double-sided nets to model the inter-module nets in the routing-by-abutment approach. For each circuit, Table 1 gives the number of nets that are on the left side, right side, and the number that are double-sided.
The first experiment was to re-run the routing of this same placement, but with the following restrictions:
1. All single-sided nets are restricted to be routed on their respective sides, as would be true in modules routed by abutment. (In the base routing, these nets could have travelled across the boundary and back).
2. Every double-sided net will be split into two nets, called faux nets, one on the Left and one on the Right. In addition, one of the wire segments in the base routing of the double-sided net that crosses the middle column will be chosen as the boundary wire segment for that net, as illustrated in Figure 4 . Note that even though the base routing of the original net may have crossed the middle more than once, in the new routing scenario it will only cross once, as illustrated between Figures 3 and 4 . This experiment design decision, made to be similar to what would happen in routing-by-abutment, has specific side-effects discussed in the results below.
We will also consider two different orderings of the routing process: the first is called Contiguous Net Ordering (CO), in which nets are routed in the same order as the base routing, and where the two faux nets that make up each doublesided net are routed one after the other. We are interested in this base case, as we would generally expect the results of this approach to be the most similar to the original base routing. The second net ordering more directly reflects what would happen in routing-by-abutment, and is called PartitionWise Ordering (PWO): here all the nets in the netlist are rearranged such that the Left nets are routed before the Right nets. This includes the faux nets, and so all Left faux nets are routed together with left-sided single nets.
In all cases, the routing algorithm used is timing-driven. For the base case, the original timing-driven VPR algorithm is used, and the circuit is run through timing analysis as usual to determine the critical path. In the case where the double-sided nets are split into two faux nets, the slack assigned to the faux nets needs to be set carefully. The slack assigned to the source-to-boundary connection is set to be the worst case (smallest) slack for all of the downstream boundary-to-sink connections on the other faux net. This is to ensure that the most critical source-sink connections on the other side are fed by a net that is treated as equally critical, optimizing the speed in the most appropriate way.
Experiment 1 Results
Before discussing the results, it is important to note that the selection of the boundary wire segment turned out to be quite important -making poor choices for the set of boundary segments could result in a deterministically unroutable circuit. (We also take this as evidence that pin-to-wire routing can cause immediate problems.) This unroutable situation occurred primarily in three ways: The first set of issues occurred when there were several boundary segments in close proximity -if there are too many that are too close together, they simply block each other from routing success. Also, if an input or an output pin of a logic block is close to a set of unassociated boundary segments (boundary segments assigned to nets that neither terminate nor originate at this pin), then that pin might simply be blocked. So it is important to make sure that the boundary segments are not too close together. The second issue occurred if the boundary segment of an unidirectional wire simply pointed in the wrong direction, (left to right, say) when the net needed to go the other way. A third issue occurred when both the faux nets wanted to expand using the boundary segment and the boundary segment had insufficient exit points; resulting in resource contention between the nets and hence, routing failure.
For each of the cases (base, modified CO, modified PWO) we measure the total wirelength required after routing, the critical path delay, and the router effort. Router effort, at a fixed channel width, is measured as the number of heap push and pop operations performed by the VPR router. The heap in VPR contains the priority-ordered list of wiring segments to pursue while routing. The push count measures the number of nodes that are placed on the heap as potential candidates for expansion, whereas the pop count measures the number of nodes that are actually explored to arrive at the solution. Finally, we note that two of the circuits, bigkey and diffeq, failed to route in this experiment, likely due to the reduced flexibility of the wire sources and sinks. Table 2 gives the experimental results: the first column indicates which net ordering was used, while the subsequent columns give the percentage increase in geometric mean (across all benchmarks, relative to the base case) for total routed wirelength, critical path delay, heap push count, and pop count, respectively. Interestingly, for the contiguous net order case (CO), the total wire length is actually lower than than the base case. While we were surprised by this, there are two explanations: first that the router is given a good starting point (one of the crossing points in the base case) and so can use its effort to find better routes. The second is that, for the double-sided nets, multiple crossings are forbidden in the approach described above, and so the total net length may end up shorter, but sacrificing a better connection for the more critical path. The latter hypothesis is borne out by the increase in critical path delay. The most telling result is that the router effort, as measured by heap operations, has significantly increased, by a factor of two. We conclude that the smaller number of choices available to the pin-to-wire connections in the faux nets has increased the effort needed to succeed in routing. It is interesting, also, to note that the routing order of the nets has little effect on the results, likely due to the inherently iterative nature of the pathfinder routing algorithm [20] .
Experiment 2: Harder Abutment Routing
In experiment 1, the boundary nodes chosen were set to be the ones that the were chosen in the original routing, base case. In experiment 2, we make one simple change to the above. Here we explicitly choose a different segment than the one chosen in the original routing, but in roughly the same row/column location of the original boundary segment. Here we are then explicitly selecting a different segment than was known to have already worked. We expect that this is more like the typical pin-to-wire routing situation faced in abutment-style routing, where knowledge of a previous full route is not known. Table 3 gives the same summary results of this case, again compared to the base case, as in Table 2 . It is interesting to see that the results are dramatically different: the average wirelength increases by about 6% (rather than decreasing) and the critical path delay increases by about 16%, a significantly worse change. Furthermore, the router is now working almost three and a half times harder in terms of heap pop counts, and 66% harder on heap pushes. Clearly, there is some pain and suffering dealing with these boundary routes (which represent on average 19% of all of the nets in Table 1 ). However, it is also interesting to note that these nets did mostly successfully route (with two exceptions, of the circuits bigkey and des, both of which had a faux net for which no connecting path existed) and as long as the boundary wire nodes are not too congested among themselves, pin-to-wire routing can succeed at some cost.
Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8, give the circuit-by-circuit results for experiments 1 and 2 in wire length, critical path delay heap push count and heap pop count (we give results for partition-wise ordering of nets only, since they were similar to the contiguous ordering case). 
Experiment 3: Dispersed Pin-to-Wire Routing
The previous experiments focused on modelling the wiringby-abutment motivation presented first in the introduction. Nevertheless, pin-to-wire routing is also motivated by other applications attempting to use the plentiful multiplexers present in the FPGA's routing fabric [6] or to implement wide shallow memories using switch block configuration bits [7] . Both these applications will benefit from knowing how much pin-to-wire routing can be introduced in a netlist before the area, delay and routability of the routed netlist are significantly impacted. We suspect that introducing a small amount of pin-to-wire routing in a netlist may not be significantly detrimental to the final routing, but that it will become more difficult as the amount is increased. The next experiment allows the amount of pin-to-wire routing being introduced in a netlist to vary. Once the base measurements have been acquired as described in subsection 3.1, the routing step is re-run on the same placement but with these modifications:
1. A fraction of nets from the netlist are selected, which sets the amount of pin-to-wire routing in a netlist. The experiment was run with four cases, where the number of nets selected ranged through 20%, 30%, 50% and 100%.
Through this experiment we measured how an increasing fraction of selected nets, each of which contains the pinto-wire and wire-to-pin connections described above, would affect the same metrics used in experiments 1 and 2. Figure 9 plots the percentage increase in geometric mean (across all benchmarks, relative to the base case) for wirelength and critical path delay against the fraction of all nets that are split (as described above). Here we can see behaviour similar to Experiment 1, which shows the wirelength decreasing (from 1% to 7%), and the critical path delay increasing from 4% to 16%. The forced split again serves to prevent extra wire from yielding a reduced critical path. Figure 10 plots the percentage increase in heap push and pop counts as the percentage of split nets (and hence, pin-to-wire routing) increases. Here we also see a significant increase in the router effort, in the worst case, the heap push count is doubled while the heap pop count is sextupled. Clearly, the router is having to work much harder to make these pin-towire connections.
It is interesting to note that only one circuit suffered an unroute across all of experiment 3 -the circuit des when 100% of the nets were selected (the reason was that there were too many targets in close proximity, which is a problem as described above). Also, we calculated the average fraction of all of the used segments that were being 'fixed' as target segments in each experiment. When the percentage of nets split ranges from 20%, 30%, 50% to 100%, the fraction of target wire segments that make up all of the routed segments ranges from 2.2%, 4.3%, 9.0% to 18%.
Experiment 4: Harder Dispersed Routing
In experiment 3, the target wire segment was set to be one of the wire segments in the net's original routing choen in the base case, lying near the centre of the net's bounding box. In this experiment, we explicitly select a target wire other than the original target wire but in roughly the same row/column location. This is similar to the increase in difficulty faced in experiment 2, and more like the expected routing-by-abutment situation as described there. Figure 11 plots the percentage increase in geometric mean (across all benchmarks, relative to the base case) for wirelength and critical path delay against the fraction of all nets that are split (as described above). The results are quite different from experiment 3 -the wirelength increases from 1% to 15%, and the critical path delay increasing from 8% to 33%. Figure 12 plots the percentage increase in heap push and pop counts as the percentage of split nets (and hence, pin-to-wire routing) increases. There is also a significant increase in the router effort, in the worst case, the heap push count is quadrupled while the heap pop count increases by a factor of 14. Compared to experiment 3, eight circuits suffered unroutes when 100% of the nets were selected, while three circuits suffered unroutes when 50% nets were selected. No unroutes were observed when 20% or 30% nets were selected. This data indicated that the router is having to work extremely hard to make these pin-to-wire connections.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have attempted to measure the difficulty faced by a routing algorithm and a specific routing architecture in the face of pin-to-wire routing. We have shown that there is a significant increase in wire length and critical path delay, and an occasional loss of routability. This suggests that pin-to-wire routing can be used under some careful circumstances with this price to be paid. We would also note that, due to the lower flexibility of wire segments as router targets, it is important to select the set of wire segment targets carefully, as described in Section 3.1.1. We have also shown the rate at which the difficulty increases as the quantity of pin-to-wire routing increases. In the future we will to explore the effect of routing architecture flexibility on these results, and also attempt to use routing-by-abutment in practical ways.
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